RECRUITING SERVICES

HELPING YOU GET
ON WITH BUSINESS
By Taking Care Of All Your Recruiting Needs
Flex HR is your vital recruiting department, here when you need us. We get to know your
company and culture so we can quickly respond to your hiring goals with quality candidates
who meet your job requirements. Our staffing services are customized to your needs, where we
can conduct the search from start to finish by researching applicants, screening, interviewing
and then presenting you with the top selection of skilled contenders to fill your position
objectives.
COST EFFECTIVE HOURLY PLAN: We help you

CONTRACT NEEDS: We are your go-to recruiting

for as little or as much of the actual job search, as

department when necessary – your virtual recruiter

you prefer. This by-the-hour plan is tailored to your

for short projects, vacancy fill-in or brief assignments,

employment requests, then once you hire the right

working with you to find the ideal candidate to

the candidate, there is no additional cost to you.

meet your requirements. While that individual is
on assignment, Flex HR provides one free hour of

CONTINGENCY / DIRECT HIRE SEARCH PLAN:

senior level HR consulting each month, assisting

Finding the right person for your company’s position

with the guarantee of achieving your ultimate goals

is a matter of fit, scalability, knowledge and the

of the job fit.

candidate’s behavioral traits. Our direct hire cost
is normally below the standard prices of typical

FLEX HR recruits any position you need, in all

executive search and staffing firms. We can also

industries, from top level CEO, CFOs & VPs down

provide customized mentoring programs that go

to administrative positions.

alongside the hiring process ensuring proper
training and talent for the job.

For a free consultation, Call us TODAY at
770.814.4225 or visit www.FlexHR.com.

Flex HR has appeared on Inc. Magazine’s list of fastest
growing private companies three times in six years.

info@FlexHR.com

